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ABSTRACT: 

 

Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform is an online tool, which generates fast solutions in terms of image classification and does not 

require high performance computers locally. We investigate several data input scenarios for mapping native-vegetation and non-

native-vegetation in the Atlantic Forest region encompassed in a Landsat scene (224/076) acquired on November 28, 2019. The data 

input scenarios were: I- spectral bands (blue to shortwave infrared); II- NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index); III- 

mNDWI (modified Normalized Difference Water Index); IV- scenarios I and II; and V- scenarios I to III. Our results showed that the 

use of spectral bands added NDVI and mNDWI (scenario V) provided the best performance for the native-vegetation mapping, with 

accuracy of 96.64% and kappa index of 0.91. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The native vegetation has been converted by human activities 

into agriculture, pasture areas and urbanization. These activities 

contribute for reducing the native vegetation area and generate 

impacts on the environmental, which sometimes can be 

irreversible.   

 

In Brazil, the native vegetation is characterized by six biomes: 

Amazon, Cerrado (Brazilian Savanah), Caatinga, Atlantic 

Forest, Pampas and Pantanal. The Brazilian Midwest is 

composed of Amazon, Cerrado, Atlantic Forest and Pantanal 

biomes. In this region, two world hotspots in biodiversity are 

located: Atlantic Forest and Cerrado biomes, considered as such 

due to their high biodiversity, in contrasting with their high 

threat (Myers et al., 2000).  

 

The Atlantic Forest was considered one of the largest 

Americas’s rainforest (Ribeiro et al., 2009). This biome has 

around 20,000 plant species (MMA, 2019), more than 2.9% of 

global vertebrates’ species (Myers et al, 2000) and endemic 

species. However, after more than 5 centuries of destruction and 

explorations (Bogoni et al., 2018), only 29% of native 

vegetation exists, considering all stages of regenerations and 

existence in the biome, according to the Brazilian Ministry of 

Environment (MMA, 2019). The fragments and habitat loss are 

one of the causes for species reductions, an example of which is 

observed in the impacts on beetle diversity in this biome 

(Araujo et al., 2015). Also, there are other changes that directly 

and indirectly impact on the ecosystem in this biome and the 

society. 

 

The human activities control, and monitoring are essentials to 

Atlantic Forest conservation and preservation. The Google 

Earth Engine (GEE) is a remote sensing tool capable to process 

large amount of data, e.g. satellites images and vectors, with fast 

processing and no need of a high-performance computers 

(Kumar and Mutanga, 2018). The cloud-computing platform is 

easy to use, and it is also supporting the society (Gorelick et al., 

2017) and environmental challenges. 

 

The GEE has been explored in different studies, such as the 

Glacial Lake mapping (Chen et al., 2017), lake dynamics’ 

monitoring (Zhou et al., 2019), flood preventing (Liu et al, 

2018), land cover changes (Sidhu et al, 2018), forest 

plantation’s mapping (Koskinen et al., 2019), and vegetation 

and land use types’ mapping (Tsai et al., 2018). Although there 

are some studies in Brazil, e.g., in pasture areas (Parente, 

Ferreira 2018), mangrove status (Diniz et al., 2019), Cerrado 

native vegetation (Estrabis et al., 2019), in Amazon mining 

areas (Lobo et al., 2018), in Matopiba (Pereira, Gama, 2018), 

the GEE is little explored in Brazilian Midwest regions. 

 

The native vegetation preservation and conservation are 

essentials, which makes the production of reliable vegetation 

mapping important. In this context, with the potential of GEE, 

the main aim of this study is to evaluate the use of GEE for 

native vegetation mapping in Brazilian Midwest. For this 

analysis, we considered different data input scenarios. In order 

to achieve this goal, the paper is organized as follow. Section 2. 

describes the methodology adopted in this study. Section 3 

presents and discuss the results. Section 4 summarizes the main 

conclusion. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Study Area 

The study area (Figure 1) comprises the South region of Mato 

Grosso do Sul state. It is located in the Midwest of Brazil in 

Atlantic Forest biome. The area covers a part of a Conservation 

Unit named “Parque Estadual das Várzeas do Rio Ivinhema”, 

which all extension covers 733.45 km² according to Mato 

Grosso do Sul Environmental Institute (Imasul, 2015). This 
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region is composed by small cities, where the agriculture and 

livestock represent the most expressive economy activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: a. study area located in Brazil, b. study area located in Mato Grosso do Sul State, and c. Training (in magenta) and 

validation (in yellow) polygons samples centers location. 

 

 

 

We used the GEE platform for the image acquisition and 

classification. The GEE has a large repository with different 

image collections from different satellites. All the training and 

validation samples used for the classification process were 

performed on GEE. 

  

2.2 Image Selection 

We used a satellite image from Landsat 8 Collections, sensor 

Operational Land Imagers (OLI), available on repository of 

GEE. The Landsat image has a spatial resolution of 30 meters. 

It is orthorectified and has some spectral bands, in the visible, 

near infrared band (NIR), and shortwave infrared (SWIR). The 

revisit interval is 16 days. We use the bands specified in Table 

1. 

 

Band 

Number 

Spectral 

region 

Wavelength (µm) 

2 Blue 0.452 – 0.512 

3 Green 0.533 – 0.590 

4 Red 0.636 – 0.673 

5 NIR 0.851 – 0.879 

6 SWIR 1 1.566 – 1.651 

7 SWIR 2 2.107 – 2.294 

Table 1. Landsat image bands used for the image classification, 

and their respective wavelength intervals 

2.3 Classification Process 

After the image selection, two classes were defined: class 1 – 

native-vegetation; and class 2 - non vegetation. The non-native-

vegetation class characterizes most part of land cover and 

activities practiced in the study area, such as silviculture, 

agriculture areas, pasture, water and exposed soil. An amount of 

45 samples were considered for native-vegetation class and 242 

samples were considered for non-native-vegetation class. A 

total of 287 training polygon samples were hand-draw, with 

different sizes and distribution in the image (see Figure 1.c). 

The number of samples for the native-vegetation class was 

smaller than the non-native-vegetation class due to the small 

amount of vegetation areas found than the non-vegetation areas, 

as to express the local reality we chose to use unbalanced 

samples quantities. 

  

We used Random Forest (RF) algorithm for the training and 

classification. This algorithm was proposed by Breiman (2001), 

and it is an ensemble learning which uses prediction trees 

independently and the same distribution for all trees. In this 

study the RF’s parameter ‘trees’ was processed with 100 trees. 

It was performed tests with other quantities of trees (10, 50 and 

250 trees), providing similar results. Taking into considerations 

some tests performed by Breiman (2001), it was decided to use 

the algorithm with 100 trees. 

 

Vegetation and water spectral indices were considered in the 

classification process: Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) proposed by Rouse Jr (1974) (Equation 1) and modified 
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Normalized Difference Water Index (mNDWI) (Equation 2). 

The NDVI is an index large used in vegetation investigations 

due to the capacity to obtain the chlorophyll content obtained 

through the differences between infrared and red reflectances. 

The mNDWI is an index proposed by Xu (2006), in which the 

SWIR1 band replaces the NIR band. According to the author, 

the replacement of this band improves the water detection when 

compared to the NDWI. We considered the mNDWI due to 

presence of wetlands in the study area.  
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−
=                                  (1)   
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where  Green = Green Band (B3) 

 Red = Red Band (B4) 

 NIR = NIR Band (B5) 

 SWIR1 = SWIR 1 Band (B6) 

 

We considered four scenarios (Table 2) to evaluate the better 

performance for the native vegetation classification.  

 

Scenarios Data Input 

I All spectral Bands 

II NDVI 

III mNDWI 

IV Scenarios I and II 

V Scenarios I to III 

Table 2. Experimental scenarios 

2.4 Validation 

The validation process was performed in QGIS Software (QGIS 

Development Team, 2016) using 20 validation samples for the 

native-vegetation and 118 for the non-native-vegetation class. 

As in the training, the validation samples were polygons hand-

drawn with different sizes and located in different areas than the 

training samples. 

 

The classifications with different scenarios were analysed and 

compared through the kappa index, proposed by Cohen (1960) 

and for each class (kappa hat) to measure the agreements 

proportions and accuracies as explained by Story and Congalton 

(1986). We adopted overall accuracy, producer’s and user’s 

accuracy. The overall accuracy is the ratio between all the 

agreements and all the samples.  

 

The producer’s accuracy is the ratio between the agreements 

and the reference samples, showing how well an area located on 

Earth was mapped and indirectly it expresses the omission 

errors. The user’s accuracy is the ratio between the agreements 

and the classified data samples. It measures the reliability in 

which a mapping represents something that exists on the 

ground. 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the validation process, the confusion matrix (Table 3) was 

estimated. For each scenario, it is possible to observe the 

agreements (in bold) and the confusions.  

 

 

 

 Reference 

Class 1 2 

C
la

ss
if

ie
d

 

Scenario I 
1 89.76 0.86 

2 10.24 99.14 

Scenario II 
1 89.17 16.25 

2 10.83 83.75 

Scenario III 
1 58.80 7.78 

2 41.20 92.22 

Scenario IV 
1 90.07 0.81 

2 9.93 99.19 

Scenario V 
1 88.87 0.92 

2 11.13 99.08 

Table 3. Confusion matrix for the conducted experiments  

 

The results for scenarios I, II, IV and V were similar, providing 

more agreements between the classes. Scenario III (mNDWI), 

had the lowest agreements for the native-vegetation class, 

however the non-native-vegetation class agreements were better 

than scenario II (NDVI). The scenario II obtained one of the 

highest value of agreements for native-vegetation class (more 

than 89%) and the lowest for non-native-vegetation (more than 

15%).  

 

The scenario II (NDVI), a vegetation index, demonstrated a 

good performance for class 1, however, analysing the class 2 it 

obtained more than 15% of confusions between class two and 

class one. One of reasons for this confusion is the presence of 

other types of vegetation existing on wetlands, silviculture, 

agriculture and pasture considered as class 2, non-native-

vegetation, mainly silviculture, which also has spectral 

similarities with native vegetation. 

 

The scenario III, which considers the water index mNDWI, 

resulted in the lowest agreements for class 1 and more than 90% 

of agreements for class 2. This scenario presented more than 

40% of vegetation samples confused with non-native-

vegetation. One of the reasons is the presence of wetlands 

regions and other elements in the image as silviculture, 

agriculture and pasture, which were not different enough for this 

classification. 

 

The scenario IV provided results similar to scenario 1 (Table 3), 

however represented the best performance. The agreements for 

native-vegetation class reached 90.07% and 99.19% for non-

native-vegetation class, indicating less than 10% of errors. The 

combination of Landsat bands and NDVI slightly improved the 

results. 

 

Scenario V (Landsat 8 bands and the indices) presented similar 

results for native-vegetation class compared to scenarios I, II 

and IV, approximately 89% of agreements for native-vegetation 

class and 99% for non- native-vegetation class.  

 

The scenario I, comprising only the Landsat bands, reached 

almost 90% of agreements for the native-vegetation class and 

99% for the non- native-vegetation class. These results showed 

errors less than 11% for native-vegetation class and less than 

1% for non- native-vegetation class. 
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Figure 3: a. Image Landsat investigated, b. classification - scenario I, c. classification - Scenario II (NDVI), d. classification - 

scenario III (mNDWI), e. classification - scenario IV (I + II) and f. classification - scenario V (I + II+III). 

 

 

Scenario 
Producer’s 

Accuracy (%) 

User’s 

Accuracy (%) Kappa Hat 

 class class class 

 1 2 1 2 1 2 

I 89.86 99.14 97.59 96.18 0.97 0.86 

II 89.17 83.75 68.04 95.22 0.56 0.83 

III 58.80 92.22 74.57 85.23 0.65 0.47 

IV 88.87 99.04 97.41 95.82 0.96 0.85 

V 90.07 99.19 97.74 96.26 0.97 0.87 

 Overall Accuracy Kappa Index 

I 96.55 0.91 

II 85.27 

82.88 

0.67 

III 0.55 

IV 96.23 0.90 

V 96.64 0.91 

Table 4. Accuracy and Kappa Index for validation results 

According to Table 4, the scenario V presented the best results 

for each class and overall evaluations. The producer’s accuracy 

reached more than 90% for class 1 and 99% for class 2, 

representing the lowest omission errors. Regarding the user’s 

accuracy, we achieved results of approximately 98% for class 1 

and 96% for class 2, indirectly representing commission errors 

less than 5%. The kappa index reached 0,97 for class 1 and 0.87 

for class 2. Both values are considered as “almost perfect” 

agreements (Landis, Koch, 1977). 

 

The scenario I presented almost the same results than scenario 

V, with slight differences. The producer’s and user’s accuracy 

reached respectively almost 90% and 96% for class 1 and 99% 

and 96% for class 2. These values represent omissions and 

commission errors less than 5%. The kappa hat reached 0,99 for 

class 1 and 0.86 for class 2, representing “almost perfect” 

agreements.  

 

The scenario II presented producer’s accuracy of 89% for class 

1, similar to scenario I, and approximately 80% for class 2. 

These values indicated that omissions errors were lower than 

17%. The user’s accuracy for vegetation class was around 68%, 

and, consequently the commission errors were higher than 30%. 

This value indicated for this classification that only 68% of the 

vegetation is correctly classified as it really is, on the ground. 

The user’s accuracy for class 2 were approximately 95%, 

representing commissions errors lower than 5%. The kappa 

index was 0.56 for the native-vegetation class, the lowest value 

of kappa index for all the scenarios. 

 

The producer’s accuracy for scenario III were approximately 

58% for class 1 and 92% for class 2. These results showed that 

in the class 1 more omission errors occurred in the class than in 

the others scenarios, and in the class 2 less than 10% of 

omission errors occurred. The user’s accuracy was 

approximately 75% for class 1 and 85% for class 2, representing 

commission errors of 25% and 15%, respectively. The kappa 

index was 0.65 for class 1 and 0.47 for class 2, one of the lowest 

values compared to the scenarios I, II, IV and V. 

 

The scenario IV provided producer’s accuracy of 88.87% for 

class 1 and 99.04% for class 2. The user’s accuracy was 97.41% 

for class 1 and 95.82% for class 2. These results indicated 

omissions and commissions errors lower than 12%. The kappa 

index for each class reached 0.96 for native-vegetation and 0.85 

for class 2. These values are slightly lower than those obtained 

in scenario I. 
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In general, the scenarios I and V provided the highest results 

and performance compared to the others scenarios, with an 

overall accuracy and kappa index higher than 96% and 0.91, 

respectively. According to Cohen (1960), this value for kappa 

index represents “almost perfect agreements”. However, the 

scenario V provided slightly better performance. This scenario 

represented the highest agreements performed by classification 

with RF.  

 

The classification results for all the scenarios are presented in 

Figure 3. The images classified presented some areas with 

differences on classification. In the scenario II, it is possible to 

observe an area on the left size (inside of white circle) that was 

poorly detected by the other scenarios. Parts of these area 

correspond agricultural areas, classified as native vegetation by 

the NDVI band. The scenario III with mNDWI detected more 

concentration of native vegetation (inside the white circle) in 

region above the area highlighted by the circle in scenario II. 

This area corresponds to some wetlands areas existent in 

pastures lands and near vegetation of forest type, however most 

of the areas in these concentration do not represent the forest 

type native vegetation. The scenario I, IV and V balanced these 

characteristics, and the classification map generated, the values 

of accuracy and kappa index were similar. However, the 

classification of scenario V presented less omission and 

commission errors, producing a more accurate mapping. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The native vegetation can be mapped with high accuracy and 

kappa index using RF algorithms on Google Earth Engine. The 

processing speed is efficient, depending on the internet 

connection. This advantage is very helpful and contributes for 

the classifier evaluation.  

 

Our different scenarios demonstrated that the use of the bands 2 

to 7 from Landsat 8 OLI images with the NDVI and mNDWI is 

the composition that provides the best performance for native 

vegetation mapping with high accuracy and kappa index.   

 

We suggest for future work the extension of these study to the 

entire Brazilian Midwest and other regions, also the use of 

different classifiers and parameters.    
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